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It has never been easier or more cost-e"ective than it is today to switch to solar. At Alight, we believe 
that solar power needs to be a simple and cost-e"ective choice. Being the pioneers of the solar 
Power Purchase Agreements (PPA) model in the Nordic region, we are uniquely positioned to o"er 
value and help our customers to avoid risk in their transition to solar. We build, operate and own  
solar installations, onsite and o"site, o"ering better power to large corporations at a predictable, 
competitive rate. With our team specializing in solar PPAs, we are dedicated to bringing success  
to the corporations that we partner with.

The organisations that choose our PPAs reduce energy costs while rapidly achieving new levels  
of sustainability. Alight has a proven track record as a solar solutions partner, serving global  
organizations throughout Europe.

Since the start in 2013, we have built about 50 energy installations in the Nordics, introducing almost 
20 Megawatts (MW) of renewable energy into the market. Currently, we are developing over 100 MW  
of PPA-based projects across Europe and we have built Sweden’s largest solar park, 12 MW, for our client 
Swedbank. Our 25 employees are active across Europe, proving that a small team can have a big 
impact. Our goal is to reach at least 1 Gigawatt (GW) of solar PPA contracts by 2025.

As of June 2020, Eneo Solutions changed name to Alight. While the name and visual identity 
may be new, our focus and business remain the same.

• Signed PPA with Swedbank for a 12 MW solar park, the #rst PPA-backed solar park in Sweden
• Signed frame agreement with Toyota Material Handling covering 10+ rooftop installations  
 across #ve countries in Europe
• Closed an equity #nancing round of 50 MSEK and welcomed Axel Johnson AB as a new co-owner
• Closed a project #nancing arrangement with Infranode, expanding our total project #nancing
 capacity to 500 MSEK

Turnover (MSEK)

Number of energy installations (accumulated) 

Contracted MW and accumulated 2019

Alight in Brief

We are experts in solar Power  
Purchase Agreements

Eneo Solutions is now Alight

Highlights in 2019

A few key #gures

2017

2017

2017

2018

2018

2018

2019

2019

2019

38,0

41

13 MW

20,5

28

4 MW

9,3

15

2 MW

01.
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CEO letter02.

Dear Stakeholders,

It is increasingly clear that solar will be a dominant part of the energy system in the future. However, 
the decentralized power market is still in its childhood. We are most likely underestimating how  
profound the change to power infrastructure will be even in the next 5 years. Solar and storage  
technologies are maintaining their steady decline in system-level cost and their increase in  
deployment $exibility. And the fundamental needs of our customers, to have a resilient, sustainable 
energy supply while saving money, seem unlikely to diminish.

During the past year, Alight started expanding into Europe, signing our #rst customer framework 
agreement outside of Sweden and creating an EU-based business plan. Our vision is to become a 
European leader in deployment of solar and storage assets, and we have been experiencing a  
dramatic shift into a next phase of this journey. The product we have developed suddenly met a  
market with high demand for it. Long-term leadership will mean being expert in, and able to deliver  
to our customers, systems combining solar, storage and the intelligent software to integrate this into 
a microgrid. The short-term objective of such solutions is to maximize the #nancial savings of our 
customers. Long-term, these solutions will give us more of a utility-like relationship with customers, 
as we turn into their primary source of baseload power.

As a renewable energy company, we are deeply concerned about CO2 emissions. CO2 emissions  
create a pivotal challenge for our generation. The main cause of CO2 emissions is the combustion of 
fossil fuels – coal, oil, and gas. At least 50% of such combustion can be replaced by solar, as a  
convergence of technologies turns solar into baseload power, and as the electri#cation of transportation, 
industry and heating increases the scope of solar power. The rapid progress of these overlapping 
trends will combine to make hard restrictions on fossil fuels a simple decision for society.

To know that we play a role in that shift is a source of pride for our team, as well as for our customers 
and our investors. It provides us with a simple yardstick of what our success means and why it is 
worth #ghting for. And it reminds us of the strong urgency of our work – an urgency that is unlikely to 
go away for the remainder of our careers.

Harald Överholm, CEO Alight AB
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The energy market

Why solar?

Why PPA?

Solar is at a tipping point, accounting for more than 40 percent of new installed power globally over 
the last two years, at a cost that in 80 percent of the countries within EU is below grid parity. Prices  
of solar PV and lithium-ion batteries is down by more than 80 percent over the last 10 years. Companies 
are playing a leading role in the transition to solar. Through solar roll-outs companies can secure 
cheaper electricity and increase long term price certainty. Solar can provide #nancial savings from 
day 1 and a long-term hedge in the volatile market energy market.

But solar energy growth is not only attributable to economic bene#ts, the society is also at a tipping 
point when it comes to climate change. In a climate-focused world, companies can build brand value 
through demonstrating clear environmental leadership and to react to the pressure from owners, 
employees, and the society. We see that leading companies across all sectors increasingly embrace 
solar to achieve their sustainability targets.

The PPA model, which enables companies to buy solar power as a service, has been catalyzing the 
transition to solar for many companies. In 2019, almost 20 GW of renewable energy came from  
new PPA contracts globally, an increase with 40% from the year before. Solar PPAs is becoming the 
standard solution for forward-thinking corporations.

As opposed to buying power from already built green sources, companies can create additionality 
by helping to build new solar projects and consequently introducing more green energy in the  
world. The additionality of a solar PPA helps companies to reach their Science Based Targets and 
contribute to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals. In Sweden, additionality also contributes  
to the national goal of 100 percent renewable energy by 2040.

The business model facilitates a fast and full-scale roll out and lets companies access the bene#ts 
of an increasingly sophisticated solar industry, without hassle and risk, or the need to bind their  
own capital. Apart from the sustainability impact, the business model is used for cost savings and 
hedging against market volatility.

03.

Newly built solar park in Linköping

Rooftop solar panels at Yasuragi Spa
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Purpose, Vision and Strategy

Why Alight?

Long term ambitions

Alights contribution to the  
UN Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs)

Alight was founded in 2013 with the purpose to drive the transition from fossil fuel to renewable energy 
by o"ering green energy in a simple and safe to way. We have a long-term perspective where we 
build, operate and own energy installations, throughout the operating life-time, and sell the produced 
energy as a service. Today Alight is the leading supplier of solar PPAs for a growing number of large 
Nordic companies, such as Swedbank and Toyota. We have a holistic PPA product o"ering low cost, 
competitive terms, upgraded data and storage ability. Our experienced team drive digital and  
storage development. Since the start, Alight has partnered with strong brands to create a robust 
platform for solar PPA growth.

We are targeting 1 GW of solar PPAs by 2025, by continuing to turn solar energy into #nancial savings 
for our clients. Signing the PPA with Swedbank for the solar park in Linköping was an important  
step towards our goal. During 2019, we have prepared the organization for growth, by recruiting key 
competences and focus our resources on strategic areas. We are investing capacity in site  
development to acquire and develop sites for potential solar park projects.

In 2015, the UN member states agreed on common development goals, Agenda 2030, which aims to 
achieve a more sustainable future by targeting goals connected to poverty, peace, justice, inequality, 
and climate change. The 17 development goals provide a global framework to help countries and 
companies to understand and work with our global society’s most important challenges.

Alight wants to contribute to a sustainable development of the society. Our core business and  
purpose are aligned with UN Sustainable Development Goal number 7 – A"ordable and clean energy 
and the sub target 7.2 - Increase the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix.

Alight’s vision is to accelerate the transition to renewable energy, by helping businesses’ transition 
to solar. Our business has direct impact on sub target 7.2, to increase the share of renewable energy. 
Since 2013, Alight has introduced almost 20 MW of renewable energy into the Nordic market. With  
an expansion into the European market, we target 1 GW of renewable energy through PPAs by 2025. 
With the growth of our company and business we see that our activities indirect or direct will  
concern other SDGs and we will continue to look for opportunities to do more to support the SDGs.

04.
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This is Alight

Value-driven investors

Where we operate

Alight is owned by our employees and a group of private and corporate investors. In 2019 we closed 
an equity #nancing round and welcomed Axel Johnson as a new co-owner. Axel Johnson is one of 
leading trading and industrial groups in the Nordics and strongly believes in the important growth of 
solar energy in both Sweden and Europe. The increased equity capital enables Alight to expand its 
operations in Europe and continue to pursue the vision of leading the transition to renewable energy.

In 2019, we also closed a project #nancing arrangement with our #nancing partner Infranode, 
expanding our total project #nancing capacity to 500 MSEK. Infranode is an infrastructure fund, with 
investors such as The European Investment Bank, as well as pension and insurance companies. 
Through our partnership with Infranode we have secure a very long-term #nancing setup that spans 
across the life-time of our energy assets.

05.

We are a small team covering broad areas of expertise. We have an experienced sales team that are 
active across Europe. We have an operations team working with the installations from the construction 
phase to asset management. We have a dedicated development team working with our digital  
product solutions. We also have quali#ed support functions including legal, #nance, customer success, 
communication, and people operations.

Until 2019, we have been focused on the Swedish market, but we currently have discussions with 
customers in several European countries and in the coming years we aim at expanding the business 
into the European market.

Management

Operations

Customer Success Financial Asset
Management

International
Business

Development

Sales Business Control

Site Development Analytics

People Operations

Financing
Solutions

Project 
Development LegalProject 

Management

Development
Engineering

Technical Asset 
Management

Finance & LegalCommunicationProduct

Broad inhouse competence
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We put our customers at the heart of everything we do we are committed to our customer’s long-term 
success. Our customer success team help the customer craft their marketing and public relations 
strategy and customize their digital experiences of real-time energy production.

Customer success

SystemdesignWith our solar PPA,  
the customer can  
buy clean energy  
and save money  
from day one

Alight takes care of  
the heavy lifting

Customer only   
buys power, paying 
 per kWh through a 
long-term Power 
Purchase Agree-
ment (PPA)

Alight orchestrates 
the entire value 
 chain of solar to
produce solar 
 power as a simple 
service

Permitting

Hardware Procurement

Engineering construction

Financing

Insurance %&

Operation & Maintenance

Legal compliance

Data $ow management

Storage integration

Customer support

CustomersAlight

There are many bene#ts for companies to choose a solar PPA. Today the cost of solar power is lower 
than the cost of buying grid power in most locations and the customer simply pays less for power, 
from the start. The customer also avoids upfront costs and operational risk. By contracting a signi#cant 
part of the electricity consumption to a low, predetermined rate companies can hedge against  
volatility in the energy market. Also, solar PPAs create real impact by adding new green electricity  
to the grid.

With our solar PPAs our customers can buy clean energy and save money from day one. Our solar 
PPA projects can be onsite, for example rooftop or parking lot, or o"site such as solar parks.  
We build, #nance, own and operate the solar projects. We also secure permits, as well as all other  
regulatory compliance. Alight is also reinvesting in our solar PPA projects and upgrading the  
#nancial savings model based on new technology in energy storage and software.

We take full responsibility over delivering the solar PPA from start to #nish, and we have an intense 
and methodical process at every step. That often requires probing deeper, seeking clari#cation  
and fact-checking.

The Alight Business model
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Ellen Ekblom has a background in management consulting and joined Alight in 2017. Today she works 
as Head of Customer Success.

Describe your current role at Alight

I make sure that our customers capture the full business value from their solar projects and 
that we as a company deliver an excellent customer experience. What does it mean in  
practice? For example, often our customers see a large potential brand value by switching  
to solar. In those cases, I work together with our customers to set a strategy and plan for  
how this value is captured the best way. What is a good message and what channels should 
be used? How is reputational risk mitigated? I can also work with them in carrying our  
communication activities, ranging from hosting seminars, implementing social media  
campaigns to participating in industry fairs. During the previous year I have for example 
worked closely together with our customers Toyota and Swedbank. Alight was a part of  
Toyotas industry forum Logiconomi in November 2019. Together with Swedbank, Tekniska 
verken and Infranode we hosted a public seminar in March where sustainability in the 
Linköping region was debated. I have also hosted a roundtable session as well as a webinar 
for existing and prospective customers.

What made you decide to join Alight?

In my view, Alight and the solar market in general is in a very exciting stage. A lot of things 
have happened the previous years, not the least on the cost side now that solar  
competes with grid prices in most regions, and the comings years will probably be even  
more exciting with solar becoming a mainstream energy source. Combine that with  
the fact that I get to contribute to solving the climate crisis together with an amazing  
team - the decision to join was not that hard really.

What challenges do you look forward to tackle?

I look forward to accelerating our international expansion and onboarding customers  
across Europe.

What makes Alight unique?

I think that the way we work together with our customers is quite unique. We want to build 
strong, long-lasting partnerships with our customers that extend beyond the delivery  
of solar electricity. Every day is di"erent, and we do a lot of things for the #rst time. That can 
be frustrating at times, but the reward afterwards totally makes it worth.

Interview with Ellen Ekblom,  
Head of Customer Success
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Climate action

Our carbon footprint

Greenhouse gas emissions, and especially carbon dioxide (CO'), are a major contributing factor  
to the escalating climate change. To battle the climate threat the future electricity generation must 
be CO' free. Solar energy has a vital role to play in the decarbonization of the energy sector and to 
mitigate the climate change e"ects. Alight is dedicated to accelerating the energy sector’s transition 
to solar. 

Swedish electricity production is 99 percent based on renewable electricity sources, all with low 
emissions of CO'. The Swedish electricity production therefore contributes to a very small extent to 
the CO' content in the atmosphere. However, Sweden is part of the well-integrated Nordic  
electricity market, with a large transmission capacity between the countries.
  
The Swedish electricity system also becomes more interconnected with the electricity system  
on the European continent, with signi#cantly higher CO' emissions than the Nordic countries.  
From a Nordic and European perspective, the installation of solar plants in Sweden makes a  
signi"cant contribution to the reduction of CO2 emissions into the atmosphere by replacing 
existing fossil based generation capacity in other parts of Europe. As Alight is expanding into  
the European market this contribution will increase signi"cantly.

Alights greenhouse gas emissions are recorded and calculated based on the international recognized 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol Corporate Standard, using the #nancial control approach.  
The following emissions are reported:

Scope 1 Greenhouse gas emissions from sources that are owned or controlled by Alight.

Scope 2 Indirect greenhouse gas emissions from purchased electricity, for example  
purchased electricity is the electricity used in our o(ce.

Scope 3 Indirect greenhouse gas emissions from sources not owned or directly controlled by 
the Alight but related to our business activities.

Alight currently do not own any vehicles or other equipment that generate emissions. During the 
construction phase, Alight is not, from a legal perspective, the owner of the plant. Emissions  
from activities during the construction phase of our energy plants is therefore not included in our 
Scope 1 emissions. Our energy plants do not emit any direct CO2 emissions when producing  
electricity and Alight thus do not calculate with any Scope 1 emissions. 

When calculating our Scope 2 emissions, we use the speci#c emissions factors under the contracts 
with our electricity providers. Our total energy consumption is approximately 3% lower than the  
base year 2018. We have seen a small increase in our Scope 2 emissions since last year due to a 
change in electricity provider. However, as it is important for us to make active environmental 
choices in all parts of the organization, we will be targeting lower Scope 2 emissions as we onwards 
solely will purchase renewable energy from our electricity provider. 

Our Scope 3 emissions refers to emissions caused by business trips by rail or airplane as well as life 
cycle (LCA) emissions from our solar plants. Emissions from air travels have increased from 3,3 ton in 
2018 to 4,0 ton in 2019, which is related to our mission to expand the business into the European  
market. Our environmental policy states that electronic meetings should, to the extent possible, 
replace physical meetings where transport is necessary. Travel and transport should as far as  
possible be made with environmentally friendly alternatives to minimise climate impact. 

06.
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Electricity (including  
heat and coal)

Total (kWh)

Energy intensity  
(kWh!/!FTE)

)*++

)*++

,''

Share of 
renewable 

energy

Share of 
renewable 

energy
Renewable

energy
Renewable

energy

)-%

)-%

)-%

2019 2018

)'./

)'./

,..

+..%

+..%

+..%

Energy use

CO2 emissions – Scope 1-3

The total CO2 emissions from our activities in 2019 amounted to 4.6 tons, up from 3.4 tons in 2018.  
This includes market-based scope 2 emissions and scope 3 emissions from business travel.  
Alight do not have any scope 1 emissions.

In an LCA perspective, the emissions from solar plants occur indirectly during the manufacturing and 
distributing phase of the components. The production of the solar cells is still quite energy-intensive, 
and the solar cells are often produced in countries with a large share of coal power, such as China. 
However, the rapid technological development for solar cells continuously reduces the carbon  
footprint every year. When calculating our Scope 3 LCA emissions for our solar plants we use the 
emission factor 30 g/kWh0.  

We have not included the CO2 emissions from our geoenergy plants in our Scope 3 emissions1. 

0 In a report published in '.+2, the industry association Svensk Solenergi indicates that the average 
emissions for solar in Sweden are between '2-,- g/kWh

1 The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (Sw. Naturvårdsverket), implies that CO' emissions 
from geo energy plants only derives from energy used for the heat pumps

Alight's total GHG emissions 2019: 81,2 tons

GHG emissions from pur-
chased electricity, for example 
electricity used in our o(ce

GHG emissions from sources 
that are owned or controlled 
by Alight

Scope 3: Indirect emissions
GHG emissions from sources 
not owned or directly  
controlled by Alight but related 
to our business activities

0,6t 0t 80,6t
Scope 1: Direct emissionsScope 2: Indirect emissions
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CO2 emission avoidance By providing clean energy through our solar plants, Alight contribute to reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions into the atmosphere. Since the Nordic countries have a common electricity market  
with large internal transmission capacity, and with growing transmission capacity to its neighbors, 
the impact from adding renewable energy capacity in Sweden will be a crowding out of other  
energy sources both in Sweden and in the geographical area surrounding Sweden. The solar electricity 
which is added by Alight’s energy plants will primarily replace non-renewable energy sources with  
high marginal cost, as opposed to other renewable energy sources which have low marginal cost.

Estimating the avoided CO2 emissions from the energy sources that are replaced is di(cult since it  
is not possible to determine exactly which sources are replaced. We use the emission factor for  
Nordic residual mix as a reference. This metric is used by electricity providers in Sweden when  
communicating the climate impact of electricity that does not have Guarantees of origin (GO), 
 i.e. electricity primarily from non-renewable energy sources. This method thus rests on the assumption 
that the electricity that is replaced by Alight’s energy plants has CO2 emissions that are similar to  
the emissions in the residual mix. The emissions factor in the residual mix does not include all emissions 
during the lifecycle, i.e. it is not an LCA value. Thus, it underestimates the full life cycle emissions of 
residual mix electricity.

In 2019, the emission factor for the Nordic residual mix was 338,5 g / kWh. Based on this value, the 
energy produced in our solar plants during 2019 caused 308,5 g less CO2 emission per produced  
kWh compared to the Nordic residual mix. In 2019, our solar plants produced 2576 MWh green energy, 
which means 795 ton avoided CO2 emissions. By end of 2019, the total CO2 emissions savings  
from our solar plants reached 1375 tons. This #gure is expected to be more than double by the end of 
next year when our #rst solar park, and other projects that currently are under construction, begin 
commercial operation. We are currently not calculating avoided emissions on our geoenergy plants.
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Alight as a workplace

To realize our vision, it is vital to have a team of people that are passionate about their work, strive to 
get better at what they do, and appreciate the intrinsic value of kindness and humility. Our highly 
skilled employees play an important role in the accomplishment of our strategy and our continuous 
growth and development.

Employment term

Total numbers of employees

Permanent employees

Full time employees

Fixed term employees

Part time employees

Employees in 2019
Increase compared  

to 2018

46!% of the workforce  
are female

Total

2018

',

+2

+2

.

-

Share of 
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Share of 
Women

*/%

*2%

*2%

.%

,,%
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'*

'+

'+

.

,

*2%

**%
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.%

/.%

Number of employees
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Diversity of governance  
bodies and employees

Board of directors

Management team

Other employees

Under 30 years

Under 30 years
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Between 30-50 years

Between 30-50 years

Between 30-50 years
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Over 50 years

Over 50 years
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Total number of new hires

Total number of employees who left

Under 30 years

Under 30 years

Between 30-50 years

Between 30-50 years

Over 50 years

Over 50 years

Total

Total

Rate of new employee hires

Rate of employee turnover

Total

Total

/
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0% 39% 0% 57%

Our company continues to grow, and in 2019 we recruited 5 highly-skilled full time employees.  
We have a young and dynamic workforce with an average age of 34. The turnover rate was 7% in 2019.

In 2019 we introduced Employee Net Promoter Score (eNPS), a widely recognized human resource 
metric, to biannually measure how willing our employees are to recommend Alight as a workplace, 
from a scale from 0 to 10. The result gives us, on a high level, a measurement on employee loyalty. 
The total score of eNPS can range from -100 to 100 where a score of 10-30 is considered good,  
and a score of 50 is excellent. The total response rate was 95% and we scored 79 on both occasions, 
which tells us that our employees are proud and happy to be working at Alight.

As a complement to eNPS, we regularly send out pulsing team surveys to better understand Mastery, 
Autonomy and Purpose and to ensure that the team is engaged and motivated. A pulse survey is a 
short survey sent out on a frequent basis, 1-2 times a month. This gives us quick and actionable feedback 
on our employees’ satisfaction and engagement levels every month. Based on the results of the  
survey, we identify areas where we can put extra focus to continue to be an attractive employer.

Professional development is key to ensuring the competitiveness of companies over the long term. 
Alight promotes professional and personal development of our employees to ensure the edge of 
expertise and to increase the satisfaction of our employees. Our development processes and career 
coaching are key elements in our people operation strategy and all our employees, including the 
management team, have yearly evaluations of their performance. In 2020, we will focus our e"orts to 
targeting professional development for our employees. Our workforce is highly quali#ed, but it is 
important for us to continuously #nd new ways to develop individuals, regardless of the growth of 
the company. It could be by involving people in new cross-functional projects, internal development 
projects or in other ways preparing our company for growth. But also, to regularly anchor our vision 
and the importance of the work we do. We will also continue to further develop our internal processes 
for personal development and career coaching.

Training and professional  
development

Hours of education Average hours of education per employ

Objectives and  
Key Results

Occupational health

2019

30 35 30 54
Management team Management teamEmployees Employees

2018

Con$icts in goals and priorities are part of our everyday lives in a rapidly growing company. To cope 
with this, we have since 2017 worked with the goal-setting framework OKR (Objectives and Key 
Results), which helps us focus our e"orts and align our goals. In 2020, we will continue to develop the 
structure of OKR system within our company as we believe it is an important tool for us to create 
alignment and engagement in our ambitious growth target.

Happy and healthy employees are essential. By providing good and healthy working environment we 
can motivate our employees and prevent stress and harm to their health and increase their quality  
of life both inside and outside the work. This approach also helps us to keep the absence due to illness 
at a low rate, which bene#ts the company. We are promoting a healthy lifestyle and all our employees 
are o"ered advantageous health bene#ts.

Share of women Share of women Share of women Share of women
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Promoting equal payment

Prevention of risk in the  
work environment

In 2019, Alight introduced a new compensation model with the aim of promoting fair and transparent 
remuneration. The compensation should be based on level of experience, education, responsibility, 
and contribution. It should also promote gender equality. To ensure fair and equal payment, all salary 
changes are discussed and decided by a compensation committee.

Alight is still a relatively small company, and most employees has a unique role in our team with unique 
experience and skills. Due to the size of the company, the ratio of basic salary of women to men  
varies signi#cantly between the years and is highly a"ected when we hire people with specialist 
expertise. In 2019 the ratio of basic salary of women was 81% compared to 94% for the year  
before. As part of the work with equal payment, Alight has only #xed compensation since 2018. 

We seek to systematically strengthen our approach to security management. It is part of our business 
to regularly visit our energy plants, both during the construction phase and after the plants are  
operational. Especially for our operations team this means that they visit rooftops on tall building  
as well as being around electrical equipment.

All employees that are likely to be visiting rooftop solar plants other heights where they can be exposed 
to fall risk, must attend an external roof security training. Only employees who have completed the 
training are allowed on roofs where fall risk exists. Alight provides certi#ed equipment required for 
attending roofs. A list of who has attended the course and when is regularly updated. Alight arranges  
an annual internal repetition of the roof safety course.

Furthermore, any employee who may be visiting areas where there are electricity risks, must complete  
an external education in electrical safety.

Alexander Rudberg joined Alight in 2016. He has a master’s degree in Operations Management and a 
broad international background. Alexander is now working as Head of People Operations and is part 
of the Management team.

Describe your current role at Alight

Our human resources department at Alight is referred to as People Operations, and its purpose 
is basically to build a great team. We are on a mission to accelerate the world’s transition to 
solar and we need motivated and highly skilled people to make that happen. My job is to #nd, 
grow and keep that talent.

What made you decide to join Alight?

The purpose, people, and professionalism. I want to spend my time doing something important, 
with people I enjoy spending time with and can learn from. Working at a small and scaling 
company also appealed to me, I could see myself getting more responsibility and accelerate 
my development at a higher rate than I would in a larger organization.

What makes you feel like going to work is fun?

Speed and change. It never really gets monotonous. And of course, the people; with strong 
educational and professional backgrounds, great sense of humor and humility.

How do you see your future within the company?

As our team and industry grow, I grow with it. As long as I believe in what we do, get the 
autonomy to direct my work, get challenged and learn new things.

Interview with Head of  
people operations  
Alexander Rudberg
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What challenges do you look forward to tackle?

International expansion: helping businesses’ transition to solar in new markets, in countries 
where their electricity supply is still highly dependent on fossil fuels. While on an organizational 
level, #nding the balance between creating scalability for what is coming while tackling the 
challenges at hand, and prioritizing the right things at the right time. I am also looking forward 
to building a pan-European virtual team with the ability to get great things done asynchronous 
and across cultures and borders.

How would you describe Alight as a workplace?

We are energetic, agile, and ambitious. We always look at doing things smarter, better, and 
faster. We organize learning forums where we invite external speakers to share their 
insights and knowledge, we have internal learning sessions to share knowledge across the 
team, and we routinely assess our experiences and mistakes to learn and get better.  
We also value transparency around goals and performance, our organizational and individual 
goals are visible through our OKRs and we regularly debate and problem-solve around how  
to reach our strategic goals.

In your opinion, what makes Alight unique?

We are a small team, but we are specialized and passionate about what we do. In 2019, we 
reached a milestone when we, in competition with signi#cantly larger competitors,  
signed the PPA for one of the biggest solar parks in the Nordics together with Swedbank.  
It really gave us con#dence in the fact that a relatively small company within the energy 
industry, with dedication and expertise, can compete with the large established companies, 
create impact, and accelerate the transition to solar.

How do you ensure that employees are happy and motivated?

I try to align our people operations processes with the principles of Autonomy, Mastery and 
Purpose. It starts with taking recruiting seriously and simmers through all other aspects  
of our people operating model. I frequently check-in with the team informally and through 
surveys, to understand how to prioritize di"erent areas.
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Ethics and values

Mitigation of risk related  
to corruption

Alight’s Code of conduct

Sustainability is the core and purpose of our business and sets the values for everything we do. 
Alight is committed to ethical business practices, and act as a market disruptor that pushes and 
re-de#nes the solar energy market. It is fundamental for our success that we comply with all  
applicable laws and regulations and that we conduct our business in a sustainable, honest, and  
ethical manner.

Corruption related risks are primarily present within the supply chain and in our contact and co-operation 
with public actors. As of today, our suppliers mainly use panels manufactured in di"erent parts of 
Asia and Europe. With respect to the public sector, we are co-operating with a large municipality 
owned energy company, act as a supplier of solar energy to e.g. the municipality of Järfälla and  
regularly participate in public procurements.

Corruption risks associated with the above are mainly handled by ensuring our own and our suppliers’ 
accountability in relation to our code of conduct. The code covers anti-corruption related areas  
such as business integrity, non-retaliation, no improper advantage, fair business, advertising and 
competition practices, non-use or support of con$ict materials, disclosure of information  
requested by authorities and in accordance with applicable law, respecting intellectual property 
rights, protection of identity and privacy.

Furthermore, we educate our employees and engage our legal department when engaging with 
public actors or identifying any misconduct. We also review our suppliers’ and manufacturers’  
own codes of conduct and sustainability reports and act on any identi#ed misconduct or ethical  
values which are not in line with our own.

Working actively with our core values and ethical principles is a hygiene factor. It is also fundamental 
for our success. Our customers, co-operation partners and co-workers have an expectation on Alight 
to comply with best practices within the renewable energy sector, which includes sound core values 
and ethical principles.

Through our code of conduct, compliance with fundamental requirements regarding human rights, 
labor standards, environment and anti-corruption is demanded from our suppliers. Our counterparties 
are liable to ensure that they in turn demand at least the corresponding standards from their  
counterparties throughout the supply chain.

If suppliers in our supply chain do not comply with our code of conduct, we are entitled to terminate 
our cooperation. Our starting point is however to work together with our counterparties to #nd a 
solution with positive impact, e.g. amending a practice or changing a sub-contractor to promote our 
values and ethical standards.

As of today, our biggest impact is in relation to our counterparties and their choices of sub-contractors. 
As Alight continues to grow on the global market, our bargaining power and possibility to a"ect all 
parts of the supply chain will increase.

08.
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Risks associated with Alight’s  
products and their impact  
on the environment

Our code of conduct covers several environment related areas, such as obtaining and complying 
with relevant environmental permits, use of hazardous substances, material restrictions,  
handling and reducing wastewater and solid waste, pollution prevention, resource reduction and  
air emissions.

Alight takes the issue of local community engagement very seriously. Swedish authorities in general 
and the county administrative board, have clearly de#ned guidelines and regulations to protect  
the local eco- systems while promoting biodiversity. Alight have processes in place that goes well 
beyond the legal requirements to raise the bar and set a new standard for large solar installations  
in Sweden and thereby strengthening the engagement with the local community. Our framework 
covers three dimensions and includes the local eco-system, the municipality, and its citizens as  
well as landowners.

Local eco-system
During the construction of a solar park, we work actively to promote biodiversity through  
direct sowing of suitable $owers, grasses and other plants based on local guidelines.  
Where appropriate, we will also introduce sheep to pasture the land surrounding the solar park.

Municipality and its citizens
There are various ways in which projects engage with local communities. We inform the  
communities about the projects and its potential impact. We engage in the local  
debate by listening and talking to local stakeholder on the topic of solar energy and the  
future of renewable energy production. This includes, but is not limited to, holding  
seminars on related topics.

Landowners
We are seeking long-term and win-win relationships with landowners to ensure their interest  
is fully taken into consideration, and to o"er a #nancial compensation that helps secure  
the economic outlook of their business.

In 2019, we commenced the construction of our #rst solar park, project Eken in Linköping, 
Sweden. The land where the solar park will be situated was previously used to grow energy 
forest. Alight will plant meadow plants on the land surrounding the solar park, which will 
improve the biodiversity compared to the energy forest.

During the planning phase of solar parks, Alight is reviewing several measures regarding  
biodiversity and local eco-system, such as ensuring that wild animals can pass freely  
in the area around the park or having grazed animals within solar park area.
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Sustainable supply chain

Responsible procurement is an important part of our sustainability e"ort. Therefore, it is fundamental 
for us to cooperate with suppliers with strong sustainability practices. We seek to form reliable and 
trusted relationship with our suppliers, and we expect them to uphold Alight’s policies. We require all 
our supplier and their sub-contractors throughout the supply chain to comply with Alight’s Code  
of Conduct. The Code of Conduct is based on the UN Global Compact principles and associated 
declarations and covers several compliance topics such as human rights, labor standards,  
environment, and anti-corruption.

Alight purchases goods and services from a wide range of suppliers. For rooftop solar projects, we 
have established a long-term cooperation with three of the major Swedish EPCs. In 2019, we have 
started collaboration with several new suppliers, all thoroughly screened during the procurement process. 
In 2020, we will continue to proactively work with our suppliers to ensure compliance with Alight’s  
policies. To have a sustainable and reliable procurement process becomes even more important as we 
in 2020 expect to expand our operation abroad.

At the end of 2019, Alight became aware that one of the world’s largest solar panel manufacturers, used 
in our supply chain, had been acquired by a group of companies also engaging in manufacturing  
of a certain type of weapon prohibited by international treaties. As a result, Alight required our suppliers 
to stop using components from this panel manufacturer in our projects.

09.

Manufacturer

Intra-group service and 
EPC agreements
The plant is owned by a 
SPV, Alight provides 
operational services to 
the SPV 

Supply agreement
The EPC purchases 
components for the 
Plant from various  
manifacturers

The inverters are predominantly 
produced in Germany or other 
European countries

The solar panels used in our 
plants are predominantly  
produced in China, Malaysia  
or Taiwan

Other components are  mainly 
produced in European countries

Customer agreement
The customer buys 
green electricity,  
either through PPA or 
lease agreement

EPC agreement
The EPC is responsible 
for the constructions of 
the plant, both onsite 
and o"site projects

EPC Alight SPV Customer
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Annelie Westén has a master’s degree in Sustainable Energy Engineering from KTH, the Royal Institute 
of Technology and she joined Alight in 2018 during her last year of her studies. Annelie is now  
working as Technical Manager in our Project development and Asset Management team.

Describe your current role at Alight.

The main purpose of my role is to make sure that all our plants are operating with a high  
performance and safety. This includes both knowing the status of the equipment in the 
plants as well as making sure that our methods of operation and maintenance are up to 
date with best practice in the industry.

How have you evolved in your professional role since you started at Alight?

I encounter new types of problems to solve every day and I get to work with people in all kinds 
of professions. During my years at Alight, I have evolved in everything from a purely technical 
#eld to #nancial and legal #elds as well as maintaining good professional relationships.

What challenges do you look forward to tackling? 

Getting an equally  good operation  and maintenance service to Sweden for large solar 
plants (>10MW) as already exists in countries with a highly developed market.

How would you describe Alight as a workplace?

Alight has an open and welcoming working culture. This enables many other good things 
such as happy co-workers and being able to openly discuss problems we are facing, with  
a focus on the solution and what can be learned from our mistakes.

What makes Alight unique?

From my point of view, Alight has a unique opportunity to learn and develop within its #eld 
since we are both managing the development of new solar plants as well as operating  
and managing them during a very long period of time. This means that each new PV plant is 
developed with more knowledge that the last one.

Interview with Annelie Westén, 
Technical Manager
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About Alight’s sustainability report

This report is prepared in accordance with GRI Standards, core level. Alight published its #rst sustainability 
report in February last year. This year we have improved our stakeholder dialogue and the method  
for identifying our key sustainability areas for the report. We work for continuous improvement and 
appreciate feedback from our stakeholders on our sustainability reporting. For comments and  
questions please contact us at "nance@alight-energy.com.

10.
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Stakeholder dialogue and materiality assessment

To ensure that Alight focus and report on the areas that creates greatest value for us, and our stakeholders, 
and thus contribute to a sustainable society, we have based our priorities on stakeholder mapping  
and materiality analysis. We have identi#ed the stakeholders that has a signi#cant impact on Alight’s  
business- and the stakeholders on which our business have the most impact.Through our stakeholder 
dialogue and materiality assessment, we can systematically map out the key sustainability concerns  
for our organization and understand how that connects to the core of our business.

Through the materiality assessment Alight has identi#ed a few di"erent focus areas to de#ne and clarify 
the company’s sustainability work. The table below shows how we engage in dialogue with our various 
stakeholder groups and what issues are in focus for them.

11.

How we engage

Teamsurveys, Career Coaching, Yearly Development, 
+on+ coaching sessions

How we engage

Meetings, Work shops and seminars, Yearly reports 

Employees

Customers

Material topics and concerned raised

Climate change and reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions, Promotion of employee health, Actions to 
promote diversity and equality within the company

Material topics and concerned raised

Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, Protection 
and restoration of habitats, Actions to limit impact  
on biodiversity

Frequency

Daily and ongoing basis

Frequency

Ongoing basis and yearly follow-ups

Actions

Ongoing dialouges, Follow-ups on personal development, 
Follow-ups on surveys, Education, Improvements of 
work environment issues

Actions

Ongoing dialogue with Client Executives and our  
Customer success team, Yearly Net Promoter Score 

How we engage

Meetings, Reports, Work shops

Suppliers

Material topics and concerned raised

Actions to limit negative impact in the supply chain, 
Actions to promote economic sustainability,  
Actions to prevent corruption in customer and  
supplier relationships

Frequency

Yearly reports and ongoing basis

Actions

Alight ensures that suppliers and their sub-contractors 
comply with our Code of Conduct
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How we engage

Press releases, Website, Seminars, Interviews

How we engage

Meetings, Quartarly reports

How we engage

Meetings, Quartarly reports

Media & Civil society

Investors

Shareholders and boardmembers

Material topics and concerned raised

Climate change and reduction of greenhouse  
gas emissions

Material topics and concerned raised

Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, Promotion of 
employee health, Actions to limit negative impact in 
the supply chain

Material topics and concerned raised

Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, Actions to 
limit negative impact in the supply chain, Actions  
to promote econimic sustainability, Employee health, 
Actions to improve diversity and equality within  
the company

Frequency

Ongoing basis

Frequency

Quarterly and ongoing

Frequency

Quarterly and ongoing

Actions

Active participation in the dialouge on climate change 
and solar energy

Actions

Continuous engagement with investors,  
Sustainability reporting  

Actions

Board meetings, Updates to shareholders
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Topics of high external importance and topics which have large impact on our business will receive the 
highest attention in our sustainability reporting. From the mapping of we found that our environmental 
impact in terms of our ability to contribute to avoided emissions through our energy plants receive high 
attention as well as our ability of being a trusted good employer.

We have close and ongoing dialogues with all stakeholder groups. To gain a deeper understanding of our 
stakeholders’ expectations and what sustainability issues our stakeholders believe we should prioritize, 
we conducted a sustainability survey in the beginning of 2020. The survey was sent out to employees, 
customers, suppliers, and investors with the purpose of mapping in which sustainability areas they  
think Alight has the most impact, which areas we should focus on the coming year and how well they think 
Alight performs today. Our stakeholders’ answers provided us with valuable insights and guidelines 
when forming this report.
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Impact on the business

Moderate High Very high
Climate change

Employee health

Anti-corruption

Promotion of economic 
sustainability

Diversity and equality

Prevention of anti- 
comptetitive behaviour 

Biodiversity

Sustainable supply 
chain 

Protection and  
restoration of habitats

1

1 2 3 4 5

2

3

4
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102-1

102-5

102-11

102-8

102-2

102-6

102-9

102-3

102-7

102-10

102-4

Name of organization 

Ownership and legal form.

Precautionary Principle or approach

Information on employees and other workers

A description of the organization’s activities (brands,  
products, services) 

Markets served

A description of the organization’s supply chain, including its 
main elements as they relate to the organization’s activities, 
primary brands, products, and services.

Location of the organization’s headquarters.

Scale of the organization

Signi#cant changes to the organization and its supply chain

Number of countries where the organization operates, and 
the names of countries where it has signi#cant operations  
and!/5or that are relevant to the topics covered in the report.

Page preference or  
informationDescriptionIndicator

Alight AB

Page ++ 

We work continuously with risk 
assessment in di"erent parts of the 

business. We choose the safe option 
before uncertainty of an action, if the 
action may cause damage to human 

health or the environment. 

Page +4 

Page ,, ++-+'

Page ++ 

Page '4 

Tulegatan ++, ++, 2/ 
Stockholm, Sweden

,, +4 and Annual report page +

Page ,, '4 

Page ++

Global Reporting Initiative #GRI$ content index 201912.

Organisational Pro#le

102-12 External initiatives UN Global Compact, UN Sustainable 
Development Goals, Global Reporting 

Initiative (GRI), GRESB, Page 4

102-13 Membership of associations Svensk Solenergi

102-14Strategy Statement from senior decision-maker Page - 
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102-41

102-16

102-18

Collective bargaining agreements

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behaviour

Governance structure

Page preference or  
informationDescriptionIndicator

Our HR policy regarding work 
environment and fair salary levels is 
described in page ''-',. .3 of the 

workforce has collective agreement

Page '/ 

Annual report, page +

Ethics and Integrity

Governance

Report Pro#le 102-45

102-49

102-55

102-52

103-2

102-46

102-50

102-56

102-53

102-47

102-51

103-1

102-54

102-48

Entities included in the consolidated #nancial statements

Signi#cant changes from previous reporting periods

GRI content index

Reporting cycle

The management approach and its components

De#ning report content and topic Boundaries

Reporting period

External assurance

Contact point for questions regarding the report

List of material topics

Date of most recent report

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards

Restatements of information

Annual report

Page ,/

Page ,2-*.

Annually

Page ,* 

Page ,* 

FY '.+4

This report has not 
been externally assured

Page ,) 

Page ,*-,/

FY '.+2

Page ,/

Page ,'

Page ,, ++
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103-3

102-43

102-40

102-44

102-42

Evaluation of the management approach

Approach to stakeholder engagement

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through 
stakeholder engagement

Identifying and selecting stakeholders with whom to engage.

Page preference or  
informationDescriptionIndicator

Page ,*

Page ,*-,- 

Page ,*-,-

Page ,*-,-

Page ,*-,-

Report pro#le  

Stakeholder Engagement

Speci#c Standard Disclosures 302-1

308-1

404-3

302-3

401-1

405-1

305-3

404-1

405-2

305-5 

Energy consumption within of the organization

New suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria 

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and 
career development reviews 

Energy intensity

New employee hires and employee turnover 

Diversity of governance bodies and employees 

Other indirect (Scope ,) GHG emissions 

Average hours of training per year per employee 

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men 

Reduction of GHG emissions 

Page +/

Page '/, '4 

+..3

Page +/ 

Page '+

Page '. 

Page +/

Page ''

Page ', 

Page +/
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Alight AB
Tulegatan ++, ++, -, Stockholm
Registration number: --/4.2-4/.4

Telephone number
.))+-22 22 ..

For questions regarding this report, please contact:

Evalotta Steiner
Head of Business Control
Evalotta.steiner@alight-energy.com

Johanna Snickars
Head of Communication and Brand
Johanna.snickars@alight-energy.com

Contact information13.
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Board of directors report01.

Alight AB, 556908-9609, is the parent company in a group which hold 100% of the common shares 
in the two subsidiaries Eneo

Primus AB, 556980-0302, and Eneo Navitas AB, 559062-3194, and 48 percent of the common 
shares in Everenergy AB, 559127-9277.

The company has three major areas of operation: construction of solar- and geoenergy facilities; 
operation and maintenance of solarand geoenergy facilities and consulting services within  
renewable energy. The solar- and geoenergy facilities are owned and managed by the company’s 
subsidiaries and the energy produced is sold under long-term power purchase agreement to  
customers of the Company.

The subsidiaries Eneo Navitas AB and Eneo Primus AB have the business purpose of #nancing, own 
and manage energy facilities. The facilities are constructed and managed by Eneo Solutions AB  
on behalf of the subsidiaries. Eneo Primus AB is fully invested, and all energy facilities are in the  
management phase while Eneo Navitas AB continuously adding new energy facilities. Everenergy  
AB is focused on selling solar energy to tenant-owner associations.

The company has six main owners which together own approximately 71 percent of the common 
shares; AxSol AB (former D-Ax Sweden AB), Essingen Holding AB, Gullspång Invest AB, Kraftwerk 
Holding AB, RN Holding AB and Valhalla Holding AB.

Corporate Governance
The general meeting of shareholders’ is the highest decision-making body and shall be held in  
Stockholm once a year. The company’s Board of Directors is appointed by the general meeting.  
All overall decisions that a"ect the company's future direction are taken by the Board. The sustainability  
perspective is considered in all business decisions. The operational responsibility for the 
sustainability work lies in the operations of each function in the company.

The Board of Directors decides on business orientation, strategy and budget frames. The subsidiary 
Eneo Navitas AB invests in energy facilities based on recommendations from the Investment  
Committee. The Investment Committee consists of representatives from the Company's management 
and from Eneo Navitas' external owners. The Committee's task is to evaluate investments based on 
risk and return. Decisions on new recruitments and remuneration is made by the management on the 
recommendation of a Recruitment Committee and a Remuneration Committee. The Committees' 
task is to evaluate recruitment and compensation decisions to ensure high quality and to promote 
equality and counter discrimination.

Business Concept & Overview

Multi-year comparison*

Ownership conditions &  
Corporate Governance

Net sales

Pro#t!/!loss after #nancial items

Balance sheet total

Equity-assets ratio (!%!)

*For de#nitions of key ratios, please see notes

2015

576 146

-4 667 552

27 351 499

2017

9 321 589

-8 945 841

17 596 651

93,50

2018

20 471 732

-13 396 443

32 390 693

71,85

2019

38 002 468

-10 049 066

66 658 702

76,46

2016

6 978 591

-7 037 965

23 038 249

92,27
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During the year, Eneo Solutions completed an equity #nancing round, where AxSol Sweden AB,  
part of the Axel Johnson Group, joined as a new co-owner of the company. The new share issue 
increased equity with SEK 50 million that will be used to #nance continued growth of the company 
and an expansion of the operations in Europe.

During the year, the #rst power purchase agreement was signed for a ground-mounted solar park. 
 The 12 MW solar park will be based in Linköping and is expected to be commissioned during  
the summer of 2020.

In addition to the solar park, the company has during the year signed 6 new power purchase agreements 
for solar facilities and a framework agreement with a major international customer. At year-end, the 
company, through its subsidiaries, managed a total of 42 energy plants, and another 5 plants were in 
the design or construction phase.

The turnover increased by more than 85 percent compared to previous year due to increased  
project volumes.

The company has considered how the e"ects of the COVID-19 outbreak may a"ect the future  
development of the company and what risks may a"ect the #nancial reporting going forward.  
The company can see a delay in some customer dialogues and construction processes, but it is  
currently di(cult to quantify the economic impact the COVID-19 outbreak will have on the company. 
Some of the company's subsidiaries have customers in industries that are particularly exposed to 
COVID-19 and the company has initiated dialogues with these customers to understand how their 
business is a"ected, and how the company can help the customers.

The company continuously monitors the development of the COVID-19 pandemic and how it a"ects 
operations. The company has implemented several activities to minimize the negative impact on the 
business and to seize the opportunities that arise.

At an Extraordinary General Meeting on May 19, 2020, it was decided that the company would 
change the company name from Eneo Solutions AB to Alight AB. The new company name was  
registered with the Swedish Companies Registration O(ce on May 29, 2020.

Important events during  
the #nancial year

Important events after  
the end of the #nancial year

Changes in equity

Opening amount

New issue

Appropriation of pro#t as resolved 
by the Annual General Meeting:

Loss for the year

Closing amount

Conditional shareholders’  
contributions amount to:

Total non- 
restricted 

equity

23 170 180

41 246 042

0

-13 576 120

2018-12-31

50 840 102

150 000

Other non- 
restricted

equity

38 551 059

41 246 042

-15 380 879

64 416 222

Other 
restricted 

equity

0

0

0

Share capital

102 700

24 750

127 450

Pro"t%/%loss
for the year

-15 380 879

0

15 380 879

-13 576 120

2019-12-31

-13 576 120

150 000
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pro#t brought forward

to be carried forward

share premium reserve

loss for the year

At the disposal of the general meeting:

The board of directors proposes the following:

23 170 180

50 840 102

41 246 042

50 840 102

-13 576 120

50 840 102

Appropriation of pro#t!/!loss

For information about the company’s earnings and #nancial position in other respects, please  
refer to the income statements, balance sheets and accompanying notes set out below.
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Income statement02.

Net turnover

Pro#t/loss from participations in group companies

Kostnader för sålda varor och tjänster

Operating pro"t/loss

Pro"t/loss after "nancial items

Pro#t/loss before tax

Tax on pro#t for the year

Pro"t/loss for the year

Personnel costs

Vidarefakturerade kostnader

Interest expense and similar pro#t/loss items

Other external expenses

Depreciation and write-down of  
tangible and intangible assets

Operating income etc.

Pro"t/loss from "nancial items

Operating expenses

20 471 732

0

-15 689 094

-12 642 402

-13 396 443

-13 396 443

-1 984 436

-15 380 879

-14 611 731

20&9-0&-0& -
20&9-&'-(&Note

3

4

5

20&8-0&-0& -
20&8-&'-(&

482 606

-754 041

-3 282 058

-13 857

-33 596 740

20 954 338

-754 041

707 896

-526 408

-5 323 088

-13 857

-48 678 771

38 710 364

-80 659

38 002 468

445 749

-24 840 583

-9 968 407

-10 049 066

-10 049 066

-3 527 054

-13 576 120

-18 501 243
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Balance sheet03.

Equipment, tools, #xtures and #ttings

Cash and bank

Total current assets

Total Assets

Participations in group companies

Total "xed assets

Deferred tax asset

Tangible assets

Cash and bank

Financial assets

44 377

15 533 494

22 487 042

32 390 693

6 332 220

9 903 651

9 859 274

20&9-&'-(&Note

6

7

8

20&8-&'-(&

44 377

15 533 494

3 527 054

25 481

41 680 937

0

25 481

41 680 937

63 344 704

66 658 702

3 288 517

3 313 998

3 288 517

Fixed assets

Current assets Current receivables

Trade receivables

Receivables from group companies

Prepaid expenses and accrued income

Other receivables

497 763

1 120 315

5 332 560

2 910

6 953 548

621 701

4 497 990

16 086 242

457 834

21 663 767
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Accrued expenses and deferred income

Total equity and liabilities

Share capital

Unregistered share capital

Restricted equity

1 851 015

32 390 693

99 700

102 700

10

9

9 117 813

3 000

15 691 150

0

1 685 453

66 658 702

127 450

127 450

Equity

Current liabilities

Non-restricted equity

Trade payables

Share premium reserve

Liabilities to group companies

Pro#t or loss carried forward

Other liabilities

Current tax liability

Pro#t/loss for the year

Total equity

4 919 867

58 465 820

622 616

-19 914 761

1 502 725

23 170 180

221 590

-15 380 879

23 272 880

12 566 479

41 246 042

0

23 170 180

1 111 342

50 840 102

327 876

-13 576 120

50 967 552

20&9-&'-(&Note 20&8-&'-(&
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Notes04.

Note 1  
Accounting and  
valuation policies

Note 2 
Accounting estimates

The annual report has been prepared in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and general 
advice from the Swedish Accounting Standards Board BFNAR 2012:1 Annual accounts and  
consolidated accounts.

The policies are unchanged compared with the previous year.

Receivables
Receivables are recorded in the amounts at which they are expected to be received.

Other assets, provisions and liabilities
Other assets, provisions and liabilities are recorded at cost of acquisition unless otherwise 
stated below.

Revenue recognition
Revenue is recorded at fair value of what has been received or will be received. Consequently 
the company records revenue at nominal value (invoice amount) if the payment is received  
in cash or cash equivalents directly on delivery. Deduction is made for discounts given.

In accordance with BFNAR 2003:3, the company pro#ts o" service contracts with a #xed  
price in line with the work who is carried out, so-called successive pro#t settlement.  
In the calculation of accrued pro#ts, the degree of completion has been calculated as 
expenses incurred on the balance date in relation to the total estimated expenses to  
complete the assignment.

Ongoing construction contracts
Tangible #xed assets
Tangible #xed assets are recorded at cost of acquisition less accumulated depreciation and any 
write-downs. The assets are depreciated on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful life,  
apart from land, which is not depreciated. The useful life is reviewed as at every balance sheet date.

The following useful lives are applied:

Leasing
All leases are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term.

Income tax
Current tax is income tax for the current #nancial year that refers to the year’s taxable  
earnings and the as yet unreportedpart of previous #nancial years’ income tax.
Current tax is stated at the probable amount according to the tax rates and tax rules  
applicable on the balance sheet date.

Equipment, tools and machinery 5

Number of years
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Note 3
Intra-group purchases and sales

Note 4
Leases - operating lease lessee

Note 5
Personnel

Percentage of sales relating to group companies

Percentage of purchases relating to group companies

-

-4 872 826,56

26 741 139,90

2019 2018

During the year the company’s lease  
payments amounted to 764 365856 344

2019 2018

Between 2 and 5 years 586 694

1 439 4148 433 095

4 390 415

Within 1 year 852 7204 042 680

Future minimum lease payments for non-cancellable leases, Falling due for payment as follows:

The average number of employees was

of whom women

of whom men

Average number of employees

The average number of employees is based on hours worked related to normal working hours paid 
for by the company.

19

11

812

24

12

20&9 20&8

Wages/salaries and remuneration

Pensions

Social security costs

Wages/salaries, remuneration etc.

Wages/salaries, remuneration, social security costs  
and pension costs have been paid as follows:

9 956 262

3 417 529

14 114 333

740 5421 229 759

12 223 970

4 269 853

17 723 582

20&9 20&8
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20&9-12-31 20&8-12-31Note 6
Equipment, tools, #xtures  
and #ttings Opening cost of acquisition

Purchases

Opening depreciation

Sales/retirements

Sales/retirements

Closing accumulated cost of acquisition

Depreciation for the year

Closing accumulated depreciation

Closing carrying amount

70 483

13 200

-24 249

-1 200

0

82 483

-13 857

-38 106

44 377

82 483

8 160

-38 106

-13 200

1

77 443

-13 857

-51 962

25 481

Note 7
Participations in group  
companies

Shareholders’ equityDisclosures on equity and pro"t%/%loss Pro"t%/%loss

-116 216

1 582 826

-861 252

56 566 909

15 031 638

1 036 849

6 332 220

2019-12-31 
Book value

1 213 517

50 000

2 025 000

Number%/
Share of 

equity (%)

50 129 
(64.72%)

1000 
(42,64%)

500 
(47,85%)

Registered 
O)ce

Company  
Corporate identity number

Pro"t%/%loss
for the year

4 482 220

50 000

1 800 000

3 288 517
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Note 8
Other long-term receivables

Note 9
Changed accounting  
principles for equity

20&9-12-31 20&8-12-31

Opening cost of acquisition

Amortisation payments

Closing accumulated cost of acquisition

Closing carrying amount

5 511 490

-1 984 436

3 527 054

3 527 054

3 527 054

-3 527 054

0

0

During 2019, the accounting principles for the share premium reserve has been made. Under the 
share premium fund, only the share premium for the period is shown, the remainder is reported  
as retained earnings or loss.

Note 10
Disclosures on share capital

Note 12
Group relationships

Note 13
De#nitions of business  
and #nancial ratios

The company is a parent company, but with the support of ÅRL chapter 7, section 3, no consolidated 
accounts are prepared

Equity ratio
Adjusted stockholders' equity as a percentage of total asset.

Number of shares

2019-12-31Breakdown of the number of shares above

Ratio per share

2018-12-31

Number/value at opening of year

Class A shares

Number/value at closing of year

Class B shares

48,53

1 834

50,00

220

2 054

2 054

2 329

2 549

220

2 549


